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Abstract 
 

This paper explores the impact of Web 2.0, the second generation of the 

Internet, on marketing strategies. Moving beyond e-commerce to an 

environment of sharing and collaboration has disrupted business models 

while also creating new opportunities for marketers. For each of the 

traditional four P’s of the marketing mix—product, price, place, and 

promotion—new paradigms are identified and contrasted with 

conventional strategies. The impact of mass collaboration, free pricing 

models, page rank, and social media is discussed in the context of 

successful companies that have employed these paradigms and redefined 

traditional marketing. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
The evolution of the broadly heralded Web 2.0 generation of the Internet has led to new strategies for 
marketing goods and services. While major advances such as e-commerce were introduced in the first 
generation of the Internet, the changes associated with this latest generation are quite dramatic in their 
own right. Marketers need to understand how traditional strategies in the classics four P’s of the 
marketing mix—product, price, place and promotion—are rapidly changing with the latest 
communication technologies. 
 

2.  Web 2.0 Definition 
 
Web 2.0 is the second generation of the Internet that emphasizes online sharing and collaboration. Tim 
O’Reilly (2005) has defined this as the “architecture of participation,” a platform that allows users to 
consume and remix data from multiple sources. It utilizes the power of the web to harness collective 
intelligence. Web 2.0 has also been described as social computing, collaborative communication or 
user-generated content. 
 
The first generation of the Internet was primarily about information sharing and e-commerce. The 
development of HTML coding language meant that websites could be dynamically configured to 
individual user access. This allowed companies like Amazon to create customized shopping 
experiences and  greet customers landing on the site by their first names. Suddenly, there was an 
overwhelming abundance of information available on the Internet. The metaphor often used to describe 
accessing this information is “like trying to sip from a fire hose.” The Internet bubble of the 1990’s saw 
a rush to develop online business models often without careful evaluation. As long as an organization 
had a dot com in their name, they could attract interest and funding. While some companies like 
Amazon eventually prospered, many others fell by the wayside. 
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The second generation of the Internet emphasizes participation. A key technical innovation that 
distinguishes Web 2.0 from the first generation of the Internet is that content can now be tagged, 
aggregated and syndicated using RSS, Atom or other syndication formats. This allows users to easily 
collaborate with each other online, publish their own content, and tag and share any form of digital 
media.  
 
Another technical innovation is the use of Ajax (asynchronous JavaScript and XML), which has 
allowed web pages to load faster and customized content such as Google Maps to be delivered with the 
richness and rapid interactivity of desktop applications (Garret, 2005). Other technologies such as 
Adobe Flash enable users to post multimedia content in a universal format that’s easy to access and 
with file sizes appropriate for online storage and delivery.  
 
2.1 Web 2.0 Characteristics 
 
Some of the unique characteristics of Web 2.0 include: 

• Social networking—users congregate on social networking sites such as MySpace and 
Facebook. 

• User-generated content—product content is being produced by users as in the case of YouTube 
and Flickr. 

• Remixing of digital content—music, videos and documents are increasingly being modified or 
remixed by users as the tools required to do this become cheaper and easier to use. 

• Collaboration—networking and communication among users is leading to collaborative efforts 
such as the development of the Firefox web browser. 

• Open source programs—the model is shifting away from proprietary programs to those with a 
source code that’s openly published so that users and developers can easily make modifications.  

• Empowered individuals—the customer truly is king in this age by participating in product 
design, contributing content, sharing reviews, and being able to publish content online that 
reaches a large audience. 

 
To begin examining the impact of Web 2.0 on marketing strategies, it’s useful to reflect on the 
evolutionary changes in the relationship between marketer and consumer. 
 

3.  Historical Perspective 
 
Prior to industrialization, goods were produced by artisans, farmers and craftspeople, and then sold at 
the local market. Sellers knew buyers on a first-name basis, understood their preferences and tailored 
their offerings accordingly. This model is still operating effectively today in small businesses, 
cooperatives and farmer’s markets. 
 
With the Industrial Age, the paradigm shifted. Products were mass-produced in order to achieve greater 
efficiency, consistent quality, and lower cost. The management principles of Frederick Taylor were 
applied to develop progressive assembly techniques and efficient production lines where goods could 
be manufactured at a cost low enough to appeal to a mass audience of consumers. 
 
With the capability to produce a large number of products at much lower prices, companies began to 
appeal to larger groups of consumers. This gave rise to the practice of mass marketing, moving beyond 
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a narrow geographic focus to reach a broad market. More customers meant more sales volume that 
translated into more efficient production methods and greater profits.  
 
The process of mass marketing was facilitated by the growth of mass media. Newspapers, magazines 
and radio were among the most popular media used in the early 20th century. Later, television became 
the ultimate mass medium for marketers. Television allowed marketers to enter the homes of nearly all 
Americans and deliver a rich, persuasive message using both audio and video content. What followed 
in the 1960’s and 70’s was the golden age of advertising and mass marketing. 
 
Mass marketing provided important benefits for consumers including affordable products, consistent 
quality, competition among producers, and technical innovations. One major negative consequence was 
the disconnection between company and consumer. Marketers no longer interacted with individual 
customers as they targeted demographic groups or market segments. The practice of defining, 
segmenting and profiling customers in relatively homogenous groups became essential for successfully 
marketing to large groups of consumers. 
 
As marketing achieved large scale, communication with individual customers diminished. Once 
marketers no longer knew their customers on a first-name basis, they couldn’t be sure about their 
customers’ preferences. The subsequent growth of the marketing research industry was necessary to 
mediate this broken relationship and inform marketers what a multitude of faceless customers really 
wanted. 
 
Even today, many companies outsource the customer service function, preferring to let someone else 
speak directly to their customers. Consumers are required to navigate frustrating and impersonal 
automated telephone systems that deliver a not-so-subtle message—your call really isn’t very important 
to us. 
  
Web 2.0 represents a return to personalized marketing and conversational marketing. It is a cacophony 
of voices—buyers, sellers, critics and raving fans—all of whom can use these stunning new 
technologies to make their voices heard across what McLuhan called our global village. As a result, 
marketers must now consider the changing paradigms in each major component of marketing. Even the 
venerable four P’s are being remixed as marketers develop the new strategies of Marketing 2.0. 
 

4.  New Paradigms of the Four P’s 
 
4.1 Product 
 
Traditional marketing emphasizes the importance of product design, branding and packaging. 
Marketing professionals, often assisted by consultants or cross-functional corporate teams, perform 
these functions. Consumer input generally is solicited in focus groups or surveys and used to inform the 
features and design of the product. An excellent example of traditional product design is Apple’s iconic 
iPod products. Steve Jobs’ goal of creating “insanely great products” (Elkind, 2008) typifies the 
traditional mass production approach that most companies would still like to emulate.  
 
The product paradigm shifted in the late 20th century to mass customization—producing goods and 
services to meet an individual customer’s needs with near mass production efficiency (Tseng & Jiao, 
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2001). Technology facilitated this shift as sophisticated forecasting and supply chain management 
programs allowed companies like Dell to give customers the opportunity to select many of the specific 
features they wanted in a personal computer, and then to assemble and deliver the product in just a few 
days. While the basic architecture of the product usually remained consistent, the individual 
components could be tailored to each individual customer.  
 
The paradigm has changed once again in the 21st century to what may be termed mass collaboration. 
Tapscott and Williams (2006) have called this the “Age of Participation” in which people can 
participate in product innovation and wealth creation though a process of peer production. Jeff Howe 
(2006) referred to this as “crowdsourcing,” moving the process of development from internal staff or 
consultants to a large group of people who are not connected or organized in any formal way. 
 
Mass collaboration is facilitated by simple but powerful media tools, inexpensive digital storage, and 
an increased desire by a younger generation of consumers to be part of the process. This new 
generation, often referred to as Gen-Y, has grown up with the Internet as an integral part of their lives 
and they want to do more than just shop there.  
 
The paradigm of product development has moved along this continuum: 
 

 
 
Mass collaboration has created many of the successful companies of the 21st century including 
Wikipedia, YouTube, Facebook and Second Life. By examining a few of these organizations we can 
see how this new paradigm disrupts the traditional process of product development. 
 
Wikipedia was launched in 2001 and is now the most popular online encyclopedia and reference site 
(Wikipedia, n.d.). It offers over 10 million articles in 253 languages to 683 million visitors annually. It 
has accomplished this feat with less than 10 full-time employees. What has fueled this incredible 
growth is the participation of voluntary contributors and editors from around the world. Imagine the 
frustration of the managers at Encyclopedia Britannica who’ve been surpassed by an organization that 
can hold its staff meetings in a closet. 
 
YouTube is another great example of using mass collaboration to build a successful product line of 
video content. While it’s now a major brand name, imagine how radical it would sound if you tried to 
teach YouTube’s product concept in business school before there was an actual YouTube model. It 
might sound something like this: “First, we’ll get our customers to develop all of our products and 
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contribute them for free. Then, we’ll distribute these products for free and build a mass audience. 
Finally, in about two years we should be able to sell this business for at least a billion dollars. Any 
questions?” Reflecting on it now, I wish that I’d been taught this business model in school! 
 
If Amazon is the model for a successful Web 1.0 organization, then YouTube can be considered the 
poster child for a successful Web 2.0 company. Amazon created an efficient virtual storefront and 
revolutionized e-commerce. YouTube created a wildly successful platform for sharing user-generated 
content. 
 
Skype harnesses collaboration in a different way to create an Internet-based phone service with over 
300 million registered users (Smith, 2008). When these users launch their Skype accounts and make 
calls, they contribute their spare computing power and bandwidth to the peer-to-peer network. By 
harnessing theses resources from users, Skype is able to create an organic network that is quickly 
replacing the traditional model for telephone services. 
 

When companies like Proctor and Gamble and Eli Lilly want to develop a new product or solve a 
technical problem, they look beyond their internal R&D departments to a program called InnoCentive. 
Scientists from around the world voluntarily contribute ideas and suggestions to solve these problems. 
Solutions that companies select for implementation result in a cash award of $10,000 to $100,000 to the 
originators (Howe, 2006). InnoCentive ultimately functions as a collaborative commons for research 
and product development. 
 
In both new and traditional organizations, mass collaboration is supplanting and extending traditional 
product development models and providing a new paradigm for marketers to leverage. 
 
4.2 Price 
 
The first lesson in pricing that most sales professionals are taught is this—the purpose of price is to 
capture the perceived value of the product. The concept of perceived value forms the foundation for a 
strategic approach to pricing. What’s key is the customer’s perception of value. This is influenced by a 
host of factors including brand image, competition, product benefits, and available supply relative to 
overall demand.  
 
A traditional marketing maxim is “your price says everything about your product.” The price you 
establish defines your positioning relative to your competitors. Price reflects market segmentation and 
targeting strategies. Price demarcates the target market based on factors such as income, product 
features and benefits sought.  
 
We teach the concept of elasticity, the relationship between changes in price and demand, and we 
carefully calculate the financial impact of discounting prices to stimulate more sales volume. 
 
We learn that price is relative to the product life cycle. In the introduction and growth stages, prices 
tend to be high to recoup development costs, but in the mature and decline stages when competition 
intensifies and demand decreases, we tend to lower our prices. Many a marketer has plotted data on life 
cycle grids to inform a pricing decision. 
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Complex yield management systems adjust pricing on a daily basis to respond to demand and 
availability of perishable services such as hotel rooms and airline tickets. In other cases, retailers adopt 
an everyday low-price strategy to offer consistent value to customers. Deep discounts and rebate offers 
are commonly used to stimulate sales.  
 
There is no shortage of pricing strategies to fit corporate objectives on market share and profitability. 
All of these sophisticated approaches are still applicable in many markets but increasingly, we are 
seeing the emergence of a new pricing paradigm, one that has powerful appeal for consumers. The new 
pricing paradigm is free pricing. 
 
The concept of giving away products and services for free is not a new one. The cross-subsidy strategy 
has been used for many years and is based on giving away one product that requires or encourages 
customers to buy another. In a famous application from the early 20th century, King Gillette gave away 
his new safety razors so that customers would try his product and then buy the razor blades.  
 
There are other examples of cross-subsidies that are still used extensively. Verizon gives away free cell 
phones in return for a wireless service contract. Cable operators like Time Warner will put a digital 
video recorder into homes at no charge in return for a cable service agreement. In these examples, the 
product is provided at no charge in return for a commitment to purchase a profitable service. 
Sometimes, it works in reverse. BMW sells its automobiles at a premium price but provides routine 
maintenance services for no charge over the first 48 months of ownership. 
 
What’s changed in the Internet Age is the strategy of free pricing has emerged as a primary approach to 
many new products and services, especially those that are digital in nature. Chris Anderson (2008) 
argues that free has moved beyond a simple marketing strategy to an important business model and 
uses the term “freeconomics” to describe it. Freeconomics is now a fundamental business model that’s 
used by many of the most successful companies of the Web 2.0 generation. Let’s examine a few 
notable examples. 

Every major product that Google offers to consumers is free—free web search, e-mail, photo sharing, 
weblog hosting and word processing. Google shares are currently trading for $570 and the company’s 
market capitalization is pegged at $178 billion (Yahoo! Finance, 2008). Despite all of its major 
products being free, the company has a higher market capitalization than Apple, which has been around 
for 35 years and is very successful at selling its “insanely great” products at premium prices. The 
comparisons get more stunning when you include traditional companies such as General Motors, which 
can barely hit $10 billion in market capitalization and whose stock trades well below $20 a share. How 
can free be worth so much? Google has clearly found ways to leverage the traffic generated by its free 
services into billions of dollars of advertising and paid-search revenues. 

The New York Times offers all of its content for free on its website. Initially, they experimented with a 
subscription model, offering most content for free with some of their better-known columnists available 
to subscribers in what they called “Times Select.” They gave up on this dual strategy and now offer 
everything online for free. 

How can the Times afford to offer its content for free online when they still charge for their traditional 
printed newspapers? One answer is that the digital version can be distributed at virtually no incremental 
cost once it has been posted, but traditional newspapers still require paper, ink, and physical 
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distribution. The business model has changed significantly with the advent of digital media and 
newspapers are now scrambling to develop strategies for transitioning to free online news sites. 

No industry has struggled with freeconomics more than the music business. Once music became digital 
in format it could easily be distributed and shared, often illegally. Record companies and artists faced a 
significant loss of income and the onerous task of trying to protect their copyrighted material in the 
wake of declining sales.  

One successful response to this challenge is the use of micro payments, which Apple has employed in 
its successful iTunes store. Songs are downloaded for 99 cents each compared to the previous model 
that required consumers to purchase an entire CD for about $15. How successful is this model? iTunes 
has sold over 4 billion songs to over 50 million customers and recently became the largest music 
retailer in the United States (Apple, 2008).  

Many artists, especially those who are trying to get established, offer their music for free on popular 
sites such as MySpace. Another innovative approach was used by the popular band Radiohead which 
independently released its most recent album using a pay-what-you-wish strategy (Ryzik, 2007). Some 
fans downloaded for free, of course, but others elected to pay a few dollars to download their music. 
 
Other examples abound. Wikipedia is free. MySpace offers free web hosting to over 100 million 
customers. Facebook offers a similar free social networking service to its uses. Flickr provides online 
storage and sharing of photos for no charge. The proliferation of free business models has taken 
different forms in the era of digital marketing.  
 
Anderson (2008) has developed taxonomy of free pricing strategies that include: 

• Freemium—free services that also include premium tiers of content. The idea here is to attract 
consumers who might later upgrade to a paid version. The reality, however, is that most remain 
with the free version. 

• Gift economy—the altruistic sharing of talent and content as used by Wikipedia and Firefox. 
This model relies on people freely sharing their talents to provide content or hosting. 

• Labor exchange—providing free web services in return for free content. This is the model used 
by YouTube for its online videos. 

• Zero marginal cost—digital content can be distributed at virtually no cost to large audiences. 
The iTunes store is a great example of this model. Adding incremental downloads to more 
customers costs Apple next to nothing once the site has been structured and populated with 
content. 

• Advertising model—offering free content that’s sponsored by advertisers. This model is driving 
Google’s success and the online edition of the Times. 

 
The falling cost of digital technologies, especially bandwidth and storage, is contributing to the 
development of freeconomics as a profitable business model. Free is now worth a lot—News Corp. 
purchased MySpace for $580 million and in 2007, Microsoft spent $280 million to purchase just a 
1.6% share of Facebook.  
 
Before the commercial Internet was even available, Stewart Brand (1987) pronounced that 
“information wants to be free. Information also wants to be expensive…that tension will not go away” 
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(p. 202). The key challenge for marketers in the Web 2.0 era is to create a viable business model using 
the paradigm of free pricing and the freeconomics principles that impact marketing so widely today. 
 
4.3 Place 
 
The maxim that applies to real estate value is location, location, location. In other words, selecting the 
right location is the key to successful investing. The same applies to marketing. Picking a location in 
the right area is a prime strategy for success, especially for retail businesses. 
 
The old paradigm for place was selecting a location with the right ingredients for success—high traffic, 
the presence of anchor stores, and convenient parking. One consequence is that geographic expansion 
must occur incrementally as locations in new markets are found and developed.  
 
The new paradigm is page rank. The holy grail of location for marketers is to show up on the first page 
of a Google search. Page rank within an organic search process represents popularity, web traffic, and 
links to other sites, all of which define significant presence on the Internet. In some ways, the new 
paradigm is the same as the old one—it’s still all about location but expressed in a virtual world rather 
than on Main Street. 
 
The old paradigm focused on marketing channels. Selecting the best channels and partners would 
provide distribution advantages and meet customer preferences. The direct, retail or wholesale channels 
are still important considerations. What has changed is the emergence of the affiliate channel. Affiliates 
provide a valuable marketing service by driving traffic to the website. Links from one site to another 
easily facilitate this process. 
 
The attraction to affiliate marketing is that it deploys a pay-for-performance model. There’s no cost to 
the marketer unless the desired action—be it clickthroughs or orders is achieved. Compared to the 
upfront cost of establishing a sales force or assigning distributors, the affiliate network is easier to 
establish and comes with a lower risk. There’s virtually no cost for poor performing affiliates. 
 
Traffic is the currency of Marketing 2.0. When trying to come to grips with how YouTube could be 
valued at $1.65 billion in less than two years, or a 1% stake in Facebook could be worth $240 million, 
we need to look first at the traffic figures. YouTube achieved a traffic level of 100 million downloads 
per day in its brief history as an independent company. MySpace boasted 100 million members. 
Ultimately, it was the traffic that companies like News Corporation and Microsoft purchased. 
 
Of course, traffic in and of itself is not the only measure of success—how to monetize that traffic is the 
ultimate challenge. No doubt there are weekly discussions at Google over how to best transform 
YouTube’s traffic into revenue, and how to leverage it with other Google services for maximum 
benefit. 
 
It’s useful to remember that for every poster child of Web 2.0, every MySpace, YouTube and 
Facebook, there are thousands of other organizations that never achieve critical mass or fly beneath the 
radar. Gaining and maintaining traffic to achieve a dominant page ranking is essential. What motivates 
the consumer to return after the initial visit? How can these visits translate into revenue? These are the 
questions that keep marketers up at night, trying to figure out. 
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Moving the storefront from Main Street to the web has several other implications. The need for channel 
partners to cover specific geographic regions is significantly reduced. This is especially true when the 
product itself is digital. The additional bandwidth required to push product out to a wider range of 
consumers is negligible. 
 
The product mix is also influenced. In a traditional retail store, care must be given to the product 
assortment. Retail space is expensive and marketers must carefully track sales per square foot of retail 
space. This reinforces the concept of inventory turns and focuses the product offering on those items 
that sell the best while reducing excess and no-move inventory. Esoteric and specialty products cannot 
be held on the shelf very long if demand is weak. 
 
The paradigm began to change with Amazon, which created the first highly successful digital 
storefront. Amazon does not need to worry about stocking its enormous assortment of books and music 
in locations close to the consumer. Inventory can be stored in a handful of massive warehouses around 
the country where costs are significantly below those of traditional retail space. Better yet, the products 
can be sourced from affiliates on an as-needed basis when customers place orders. This model allows 
Amazon to offer the world’s largest selection of merchandise without the high costs of physical 
distribution and the lower return on asset investments. 
 
When the product itself becomes digital, the paradigm shift is extended. iTunes offers a digital 
storefront and all of its music and movies are in digital form for download, eliminating all need for 
warehousing and physical distribution. In this environment, inventory productivity becomes less 
relevant than offering a large catalog. It costs Apple virtually nothing to store specialty songs or movies 
that few consumers are interested in, but extending the product offering provides consumers with the 
benefit of more choices and allows the company to target smaller market niches. A store on 5th Avenue 
in New York cannot afford to stock CD’s from obscure artists but on iTunes, there’s virtually no 
downside to including them. 
 
Chris Anderson (2006) coined the term “long tail” to refer to this phenomenon. Essentially, the Internet 
facilitates a new model in which organizations can afford to sell a long tail of low-volume products 
rather than focusing on the best sellers.  
 
There are still marketing challenges with the virtual storefront. It’s fine to say that you are open for 
business with a large selection of merchandise but how do you attract customers to your site? While we 
focus on the success of iTunes, Apple was a well-known company with a large customer base when 
they launched this service. How do marketers manage to compete when working for a small start up 
that uses this digital model? In many ways, the ubiquitous access to sites such as iTunes results in an 
oligopoly rather than a broadly dispersed market of competitors. 
 
In the end, the paradigm of page rank is a digital version of the traditional emphasis on physical 
location. It’s all about traffic, whether measured in customers coming through the door or landing on 
the homepage. The fundamental paradigm shift involves the strategies used to attract customers and 
distribute products from cyberspace. 
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4.4 Promotion 
 
The traditional mix of promotions used by marketers includes advertising, public relations, sales 
promotions and personal selling. This approach still applies to digital marketing with some important 
distinctions.  
 
Advertising and public relations have traditionally relied upon mass media channels to reach their 
audiences. Audience reach and number of impressions are traditional metrics to select channels and 
measure outcomes. Seth Godin (1999) refers to this as an interruption model of promoting a product or 
organization. We interrupt the audience watching television, or in their cars, or on the street, by 
exposing them to a marketing message. The hope is that we can first attract their attention and 
secondly, that the message will resonate with them.  
 
The emergence of Web 2.0 organizations such as MySpace, Facebook and YouTube changed this 
paradigm through sheer numbers. When tens of millions of people are congregating on these sites 
rather than sitting in front of a television or reading a newspaper, marketers need to change channels. 
The old paradigm of promotion is mass media. The new paradigm is social media. 
 
Today, people are accessing a wider variety of media. They may still use the traditional channels such 
as television, radio and newspapers—but increasingly, they are using weblogs, podcasts and social 
networking sites to connect with others and acquire their information and entertainment content. They 
are assembling their media collections based on personal preferences, with an increasingly large online 
component and a social networking emphasis. 
 
Why have people flocked to social media in such numbers? Certainly the younger generation has 
grown up with technology and is more comfortable with the Internet than their parents. The desire for 
young people to conform to popular trends may also be a factor. Still, the growth in new members of 
the Facebook community is coming predominantly from users who are 25-30 year olds (comScore, 
2007).  
 
Perhaps there is a more fundamental reason why so many are being attracted to new media—it’s 
interactive. McLuhan (1994) distinguished between two types of media, hot and cool. Hot media 
engages the audience and requires them to think and participate. Cool media allows the audience to 
remain more passive. Among traditional media channels, newspapers and magazines are hot while 
television and radio are cool. There’s no doubt that social media sites are hot, literally and figuratively. 
Users are engaged with each other and this interactivity, this engagement, is drawing people in droves 
to get up off their couches and participate. 
 
Traditional media offers only a monologue. Marketers who pay the price are able to buy the airtime or 
print space and carefully construct their messages. These marketing messages are one-way, a marketing 
monologue that tirelessly focuses on benefits, competitive advantages and promotional offers. But wait, 
there’s more. 
 
New media offers a conversation. At the top of their list of 95 theses in The Cluetrain Manifesto, 
Levine, Locke, Searls and Weinberger (2000) declared that “markets are conversations” (p. xxiv). This 
pronouncement was made prior to the emergence of the Web 2.0 companies. Today, it seems so 
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intuitive given the wide acceptance of user reviews, blog posts, and social networking used to promote 
products. 
 
There’s another important reason why marketers are trying to reach the social networkers. Forrester 
Research conducted a study of online consumers and found that they trust the opinions of their friends 
or acquaintances more than any other sources, including company websites and recognized experts 
(Sandler, 2007). 
 

 
 
Another good example of the marketing shift to new media is General Motors, not exactly the first 
company that comes to mind when we think about innovation. They’ve actually come a long way in 
communicating with their publics. One of Michael Moore’s first films was titled Roger & Me, and 
chronicled the filmmaker’s efforts to speak to chairman Roger Smith, to discuss the economic impact 
the company made by closing a plant in Flint Michigan. In a series of comical attempts, Moore is 
rebuffed by security and unable to reach Mr. Smith until the end of the film. 
 
Today, General Motors (2008) maintains a weblog called FastLane, which allows its executives to post 
about current and future vehicles and get feedback directly from the public 
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What’s remarkable about this blog is the candor of the postings and the genuine conversation between 
senior managers and the public. While GM has not eliminated its traditional advertising, they are 
clearly using new media to develop more conversational and interactive marketing communications. 
 
The YouTube site has made a transition from the home of amateur videos to a legitimate media channel 
for advertising and marketing communication. The traffic on YouTube and the number of potential 
impressions is very attractive to marketers who place their ads across various media. YouTube also 
provides an excellent opportunity for small companies and individuals to use their site as the primary 
distribution channel. Digital video tools are now so inexpensive and sophisticated that it is relatively 
easy to produce content suitable for web distribution. 
 
An excellent example of small companies using YouTube to create viral marketing campaigns is 
Blendtec. The created the popular series Will it Blend (YouTube, 2006). All sorts of popular objects 
including an iPod, a video camera and a television remote are put into a blender to demonstrate the 
power and efficiency of Blendtec’s product. Suggestions of items to blend are solicited from customers. 
A website was built to support the campaign and harvest traffic from YouTube. The total cost for 
producing the first 5 videos and registering the domain amounted to about $100. The campaign 
attracted the attention of traditional outlets such as Newsweek and the New York Times, established 
the Blendtec brand, and contributed to a dramatic increase in sales (Spencer, 2007). 
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Whether it is movie trailers, television advertisements or political speeches, YouTube has become the 
de facto standard for online video. Organizations can use this platform to create a customized channel 
for video content, tag content to facilitate web searches, and even use YouTube’s e-mail tools to 
promote content. (Good, 2007).  
 
There are other types of social media that marketers can utilize. Mike Moran (2008) has categorized 
social media sites as: 

• Content-based—sites such as YouTube and Flickr that are based on digital content. 
• Personality-based—sites that revolve around personal profiles and communication, including 

MySpace, Facebook and LinkedIn. 
• Interest-based—communities of interest such as Yahoo! Groups. 
• Fantasy-based—virtual worlds such as Second Life and Active Worlds 

  
In all of these examples, we see the seismic shift from traditional media to social media. Social media 
connects with very large audiences and spreads messages virally at a much lower cost than traditional 
channels. While organizations may not eliminate their traditional advertising or PR efforts, they need 
an integrated mix that includes elements of social media and networking. Marketing has become 
conversational again and social media facilitates the dialogue. 
 

5.  Conclusion 
 
The development of the second generation of Internet applications and technology has changed the 
fundamental paradigms associated with the marketing mix. For product, price, place and promotion, 
new strategies are necessary to adapt to consumer preferences, competitors, and disruptive business 
models. 
  
Marketing Element Old Paradigm New Paradigm 

Product Mass customization Mass collaboration 

Price Perceived value Free 

Place Location Page rank 

Promotion Mass media Social media 
 
In product development, organizations are turning to customers and outside resources to accelerate the 
design and development process, and quickly make incremental improvements. Pricing strategies are 
increasingly leveraging a free model to attract consumers and build traffic. This model is helped by the 
low cost of distributing products, especially those in pure digital form. The distribution model is now 
built on a solid cyber-foundation with website popularity generating value if not always a traditional 
revenue stream. Web traffic and page rankings are now the lingua franca of the distribution business. 
Finally, social media is becoming an important channel for marketers to promote their products and 
services. Social media provides what Godin (1999) calls “permission marketing” to occur as users refer 
their friends and contacts to favored products or virally spread promotional video clips across the 
globe. 
 
These new paradigms are not likely to remain relevant as long as the traditional strategies they are 
replacing. Technology moves forward with breathtaking speed and, no doubt, there will be a need in 
just a few years to begin analyzing and formulating the paradigms of Marketing 3.0. 
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